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Film and Television Scores, 1950Ð1979 2009-10-27 hollywood film scores underwent a supersonic transformation from the 1950s through the 1970s this genre by genre overview of film

and television soundtrack music covers a period of tremendous artistic and commercial development in the medium film and television composers bypassed the classical tradition favored

by earlier screen composers to experiment with jazz rock funk and avant garde styles this bold approach brought a rich variety to film and television productions that often took on a life

of its own through records and cds from bernard herrmann to ennio morricone the composers of the silver age changed the way movie music was made used and heard the book

contains more than 100 promotional film stills and soundtrack cover art images

Knowing the Score 1975 de westernizing film studies aims to consider what form a challenge to the enduring vision of film as a medium and film studies as a discipline modelled on

western ideologies theoretical and historical frameworks critical perspectives as well as institutional and artistic practices might take today the book combines a range of scholarly writing

with critical reflection from filmmakers artists industry professionals comprising experience and knowledge from a wide range of geographical areas film cultures and trans national

perspectives in their own ways the contributors to this volume problematize a binary mode of thinking that continues to promote an idea of the west and the rest in relation to questions of

production distribution reception and representation within an artistic medium cinema that as part of contemporary moving image culture is more globalized and diversified than at any

time in its history in so doing de westernizing film studies complicates and or re thinks how local national and regional film cultures connect globally seeking polycentric multi directional

non essentialized alternatives to eurocentric theoretical and historical perspectives found in film as both an artistic medium and an academic field of study the book combines a series of

chapters considering a range of responses to the idea of de westernizing film studies with a series of in depth interviews with filmmakers scholars and critics contributors nathan abrams

john akomfrah saër maty bâ mohammed bakrim olivier barlet yifen beus farida benlyazid kuljit bhamra william brown campbell jonnie clementi smith shahab esfandiary coco fusco patti

gaal holmes edward george will higbee katharina lindner daniel lindvall teddy e mattera sheila petty anna piva deborah shaw rod stoneman kate e taylor jones

De-Westernizing Film Studies 2012-09-10 a concept driven and assessment focused approach to music teaching and learning approaches each chapter with statements of inquiry framed

by key and related concepts set in a global context supports every aspect of assessment using tasks designed by an experienced myp educator differentiates and extends learning with

research projects and interdisciplinary opportunities applies global contexts in meaningful ways to offer an myp music programme with an internationally minded perspective also available

student etextbook 9781510475533 whiteboard etextbook 9781510475540 teacher s pack 9781510478145

Music for the IB MYP 4&5: MYP by Concept 2021-01-04 a companion to steven spielberg provides an authoritative collection of essays exploring the achievements and legacy of one of

the most influential film directors of the modern era offers comprehensive coverage of spielberg s directorial output from early works including duel the sugarland express and jaws to

recent films explores spielberg s contribution to the development of visual effects and computer games as well as the critical and popular reception of his films topics include in depth
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analyses of spielberg s themes style and filming techniques commercial and cultural significance of the spielberg brand and his parallel career as a producer and collaborative projects

with artists and composers brings together an international team of renowned scholars and emergent voices balancing multiple perspectives and critical approaches creates a timely and

illuminating resource which acknowledges the ambiguity and complexity of spielberg s work and reflects its increasing importance to film scholarship

Film Score Monthly 1996 when the hungarian composer gyrgy ligeti passed away in june 2006 he was widely feted as being one of the greatest composers of our time his complete

published works were recorded during his lifetime and his music continues to inspire a steady stream of performances and scholarship ligeti s laments provides a critical analysis of the

composer s works considering both the compositions themselves and the larger cultural implications of their reception bauer both synthesizes and challenges the prevailing narratives

surrounding the composer s long career and uses the theme of lament to inform a discussion of specific musical topics including descending melodic motives passacaglia and the

influence of folk music but ligeti laments in a larger sense his music fuses rigour and sensuality tradition and the new and influences from disparate high and low cultures with a certain

critical and ironic distance reflected in his spoken commentary as well as in the substance of his music the notions of nostalgia exoticism and the absolute are used to relate works of

different eras and genres along with associated concepts of allegory melancholy contemporary subjectivity and the voice

A Companion to Steven Spielberg 2017-01-30 has pop burnt itself out inspired by the video for kylie minogue s hit single can t get you out of my head acclaimed rock journalist paul

morley is driving with kylie towards a virtual city built of sound and ideas in search of the answer their journey bridges the various paradoxes of twentieth century culture as they

encounter a succession of celebrities and geniuses including madonna kraftwerk wittgenstein and the ghost of elvis presley and explore the iconic and the obscure the mechanical and

the digital the avant garde and the very nature of pop itself

The Musical Times 1972 recent years have witnessed a true technological revolution with a global impact upon all areas of society from entertainment to education technology changing

and evolving at increasing speed undoubtedly shapes ways of seeing the world something which requires profound reflection in terms of how reality is understood it is undeniable that in

this audiovisual world music plays a leading and prominent role this is particularly notable when considering the importance of music in relation to the way it is featured on mobile devices

and as manifested in terms of other communication technologies its impact on new narrative forms and the prominence of audiovisual fiction in advertising and the new ways of creating

receiving and disseminating music on the internet this book is divided into two sections new media new audiences and music cinema and audiovisual practices new approaches and the

sixteen essays brought together here are the work of an international group of scholars who deal with different geographical and cultural contexts one of the highlights of this volume is its

interdisciplinary re reading of a complex phenomenon that is undoubtedly a fundamental part of contemporary culture as such this collection will be of particular interest to both scholars

and non specialist readers
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Ligeti's Laments: Nostalgia, Exoticism, and the Absolute 2017-07-05 simon reynolds s first book in eight years is a celebration of music that feels like a taste of tomorrow sounds that

prefigure pop music s future the vanguard genres and heroic innovators whose discoveries eventually get accepted by the wider mass audience but it s also about the way music can stir

anticipation for a thrillingly transformed world just around the corner a future that might be utopian or dystopian but at least will be radically changed and exhilaratingly other starting with

an extraordinary chapter on giorgio moroder and donna summer taking in illuminating profiles of ryuichi sakamoto boards of canada burial and daft punk and arguing for auto tune as the

defining sound of 21st century pop futuromania shapes over two dozen essays and interviews into a chronological narrative of machine music from the 1970s to now reynolds explores

the interface between pop music and science fiction s utopian dreams and nightmare visions always emphasising the quirky human individuals abusing the technology as much as the

era defining advances in electronic hardware and digital software a tapestry of the scenes and subcultures that have proliferated in that febrile sexy and contested space where man

meets machine futuromania is an enthused listening guide that will propel readers towards adventures in sound there is a lifetime of electronic listening here

Music, Books on Music, and Sound Recordings 1983 a surprising enlightening series of conversations that shed new light on the music and career of our greatest living composer new

york times steve reich is a living legend in the world of contemporary classical music as a leader of the minimalist movement in the 1960s his works have become central to the musical

landscape worldwide influencing generations of younger musicians choreographers and visual artists he has explored non western music and american vernacular music from jazz to rock

as well as groundbreaking music and video pieces he toured the world with his own ensemble and his compositions are performed internationally by major orchestras and ensembles

now reich speaks with collaborators fellow composers and musicians as well as visual artists influenced by his work to reflect on his prolific career as a composer as well as the music

that inspired him and that has been inspired by him including david lang brian eno richard serra michael gordon michael tilson thomas russell hartenberger robert hurwitz stephen

sondheim jonny greenwood david harrington elizabeth lim dutton david robertson micaela haslam anne teresa de keersmaeker julia wolfe nico muhly beryl korot colin currie brad lubman

through this series of insightful wide ranging conversations starting from his student days to the present pandemic we gain a compelling glimpse into the mind of the most original musical

thinker of our time the new yorker

Words & Music 2015-11-19 choral orchestral repertoire a conductor s guide omnibus edition offers an expansive compilation of choral orchestral works from 1600 to the present

synthesizing jonathan d green s earlier six volumes on this repertoire this edition updates and adds to the over 750 oratorios cantatas choral symphonies masses secular works for large

and small ensembles and numerous settings of liturgical and biblical texts for a wide variety of vocal and instrumental combinations each entry includes a brief biographical sketch of the

composer approximate duration text sources performing forces available editions and locations of manuscript materials as well as descriptive commentary a discography and a

bibliography unique to this edition are practitioner s evaluations of the performance issues presented in each score these include the range tessitura and nature of each solo role and a
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determination of the difficulty of the choral and orchestral portions of each composition there is also a description of the specific challenges staffing and rehearsal expectations related to

the performance of each work choral orchestral repertoire is an essential resource for conductors and students of conducting as they search for repertoire appropriate to their needs and

the abilities of their ensembles

Reinventing Sound 2015-10-28 since györgy ligeti s death in 2006 there has been a growing acknowledgement of how central he was to the late twentieth century cultural landscape this

collection is the first book devoted to exploring the composer s life and music within the context of his east european roots revealing his dual identities as both hungarian national and

cosmopolitan modernist contributors explore the artistic and socio cultural contexts of ligeti s early works including composition and music theory the influence of east european folk music

notions of home and identity his ambivalent attitude to his hungarian past and his references to his homeland in his later music many of the valuable insights offered profit from new

research undertaken at the paul sacher foundation basel while also drawing on the knowledge of long time associates such as the composer s assistant louise duchesneau the

contributions as a whole reveal ligeti s thoroughly cosmopolitan milieu and values and illuminate why his music continues to inspire new generations of performers composers and

listeners

Catalog of Copyright Entries 1964 stanley kubrick s 2001 a space odyssey is re examined in a post millennial context in this heavily researched highly detailed study of the making of the

landmark film its artistic and mythic pedigrees are of special interest kubrick and writer arthur c clarke faced a number of challenges in producing an intelligent and innovative a list movie

in what almost a decade before star wars was considered a second class genre science fiction the author explores the film s enigmatic storyline and offers a fresh perspective on several

artistic elements such as production design special effects and the use of music

Numus-West 1972 drawing conceptually and directly on music notation this book investigates landscape architecture s inherent temporality it argues that the rich history of notating time

in music provides a critical model for this under researched and under theorised aspect of landscape architecture while also ennobling sound in the sensory appreciation of landscape a

musicology for landscape makes available to a wider landscape architecture and urban design audience the works of three influential composers morton feldman györgy ligeti and

michael finnissy presenting a critical evaluation of their work within music as well as a means in which it might be used in design research each of the musical scores is juxtaposed with

design representations by kevin appleyard bernard tschumi and william kent before the author examines four landscape spaces through the development of new landscape architectural

notations in doing so this work offers valuable insights into the methods used by landscape architects for the benefit of musicians and by bringing together musical composition and

landscape architecture through notation it affords a focused and sensitive exploration of temporality and sound in both fields

Ambient Music 2024-04-11 the definitive biography of the creator of 2001 a space odyssey the shining and a clockwork orange presenting the most in depth portrait yet of the
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groundbreaking film maker the enigmatic and elusive filmmaker stanley kubrick has not been treated to a full length biography in over twenty years stanley kubrick an odyssey fills that

gap this definitive book is based on access to the latest research especially kubrick s archive at the university of the arts london as well as other private papers plus new interviews with

family members and those who worked with him it offers comprehensive and in depth coverage of kubrick s personal private public and working life stanley kubrick an odyssey

investigates not only the making of kubrick s films but also about those he wanted but failed to make like burning secret napoleon aryan papers and a i revealingly this immersive

biography will puncture the controversial myths about the reclusive filmmaker who created some of the most important works of art of the twentieth century

Futuromania 2022-03-08 science fiction films present hypothetical futures featuring imagined technological advancements not yet realized but perhaps more or less plausible yet how

much of what audiences see is within the bounds of possibility can we really envision what a black hole looks like can dinosaurs really be genetically re engineered originating from an

annual science fiction film series in denver colorado this volume of essays examines 10 films with a focus on discerning the possible the unlikely and the purely science fictional with

essays by scientists in relevant fields chapters provide analyses of the movies themselves along with examination of the actual science or lack thereof in each film

Conversations 2019-12-05 a detailed historical analysis of popular music in american film from the era of sheet music sales to that of orchestrated pop records by henry mancini and

ennio morricone in the 1960s to the mtv ready pop songs that occupy soundtrack cds of today

Choral-Orchestral Repertoire 2017-10-02 this innovative survey of large choral orchestral works is a continuation of the author s previous study of twentieth century works with english

texts green examines nearly one hundred works from rachmaninov s vesna to penderecki s song of songs for each work he provides a biography of the composer complete

instrumentation text sources editions availability of performing materials performance issues discography and bibliography of the composer and the work based upon direct score study

each work has been evaluated in terms of potential performance problems rehearsal issues and level of difficulty for both the choir and orchestra when present solo roles are described

the composers represented in this work include bela bartok leonard bernstein ernest bloch maurice duruf hans werner henze paul hindemith arthur honegger leos janacek gy rgy ligeti

gustav mahler carl orff krzysztof penderecki francis poulenc igor stravinsky anton webern and kurt weill written as a field guide for conductors and others involved in programming

concerts for choir and orchestra this text will prove a useful source of new repertoire ideas and an invaluable aid to rehearsal preparation

György Ligeti's Cultural Identities 2018-06-01 a colourful collection of pieces on the enigmatic genius of scott walker from the wire scott walker has travelled from teen idol to the outer

limits of music from the sun ain t gonna shine any more reaching no 1 through to recordings of meat being punched on his last album the drift he somehow seems to have reached a

passionate and committed fan base throughout his career his impeccable critical reputation as a serious and uncompromising musician has never been questioned the recent film 30th

century man had a litany of stars queuing up to praise walker the likes of david bowie damon albarn jarvis cocker radiohead johnny marr and sting but despite this in 40 years of music
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there has yet to be a serious book on scott walker this collection put together by rob young of the wire magazine features a handful of previously published articles and newly

commissioned pieces largely drawn from the orbit of the wire s writers including ian penman chris bohn and rob young

Kubrickäó»s Monolith 2017-05-12 classical music permeates contemporary life encountered in waiting rooms movies and hotel lobbies as much as in the concert hall perennial orchestral

favorites mingle with commercial jingles video game soundtracks and the booming bass from a passing car to form the musical soundscape of our daily lives in this provocative and

ground breaking study melanie lowe explores why the public instrumental music of late eighteenth century europe has remained accessible entertaining and distinctly pleasurable to a

wide variety of listeners for over 200 years by placing listeners at the center of interpretive activity pleasure and meaning in the classical symphony offers an alternative to more traditional

composer and score oriented approaches to meaning in the symphonies of haydn and mozart drawing from the aesthetics of the enlightenment the politics of entertainment and

postmodern notions of pleasure lowe posits that the listener s pleasure stems from control over musical meaning she then explores the widely varying meanings eighteenth century

listeners of different social classes may have constructed during their first and likely only hearing of a work the methodologies she employs are as varied as her sources from musical

analysis to the imaginings of three hypothetical listeners lowe also explores similarities between the position of the classical symphony in its own time and its position in contemporary

american consumer culture by considering the meanings the mainstream and largely middle class american public may construct alongside those heard by today s more elite listeners

she reveals the great polysemic potential of this music within our current cultural marketplace she suggests that we embrace crosstalk between performances of this music and its myriad

uses in film television and other mediated contexts to recover the pleasure of listening to this repertory in so doing we surprisingly regain something of the classical symphony s historical

ways of meaning

A Musicology for Landscape 1974 essays on the intersection of music and architecture is a collection of nine texts written by international scholars most of the essays were originally

presented at the interdisciplinary conference architecture music acoustics that took place in toronto canada in june 2006 at ryerson university the texts range from historiographical and

theoretical explorations of the relations between music and architecture via translations of architectural spaces into music to analytical case studies of architectural spaces for musical

performance the book includes illustrations author biographies and an index

Music Library Association Catalog of Cards for Printed Music, 1953-1972 1973 modernism and coherence is an attempt to develop a negative aesthetics conceived as determinate

resistance of artworks against the meaning assigned to them by criticism from the accumulation of arguments on great texts of modernism the book describes gestures of refusal that

generate figures of negativity adorno s aesthetic theory becomes a whirlpool revolving around a center refusing predication wallace stevens poetry exhibits a phonetic escape valve

against the pressure of reality robert frost writes a poem that is ahead of you in both senses of the expression and james joyce s ulysses reads its readers in waves of self folding this
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book is an effort to salvage literature as something in itself in a world that increasingly can only see what is for the other

National Union Catalog 2024-02-06 how do musical analysis and performance relate in a unique collaborative approach to this question theorist pianist daphne leong partners with

internationally renowned performers to interpret twentieth century repertoire imaginative explorations of music by ravel schoenberg bart k schnittke milhaud messiaen babbitt carter and

morris illuminate focal issues such as the role of embodiment the affordances of a score the cultural understanding of notation the use of metaphor and to round out the viewpoints of

theorist and performers with those of composer and listeners the role of structure in audience reception each exploration engages deeply with musical structure redefined to encompass

the creative activity of composers performers analysts and listeners performances demonstrations and interviews online complement the book s written text practical application and

pedagogical guidance round out theoretical and analytical content the collaborations themselves demonstrate different dimensions of knowledge at the intersection of analysis and

performance and illustrate leong s theory of the things and people that facilitate cross disciplinary collaboration in music they also exemplify the antagonisms and synergies that emerge

when theorists and performers meet both flexibly and rigorously conceived performing knowledge is a brave crossing of disciplinary divides between scholarship and practice a work of

analysis shaped by the voices of performers

Kubrick 2021-08-09 endangering science fiction film explores the ways in which science fiction film is a dangerous and endangering genre the collection argues that science fiction s

cinematic power rests in its ability to imagine other worlds that challenge and disturb the lived conditions of the real world as it is presently known to us from classic films such as 2001 a

space odyssey and solaris to modern blockbusters including world war z and gravity and directors from david cronenberg to alfonso cuarón contributors comment on the way science

fiction film engages with dangerous encounters liminal experiences sublime aesthetics and untethers space and time to question the very nature of human existence with the analysis of a

diverse range of films from europe asia north and south america endangering science fiction film offers a uniquely interdisciplinary view of the evolving and dangerous sentiments and

sensibility of this genre

Catalogue 2019 book radiohead doesn t play by the rules of rock stardom when conventional wisdom urges a turn to the right thom yorke jonny greenwood ed o brien colin greenwood

and phil selway unfailingly turn left despite or perhaps because of this radiohead has become one of the world s most famous bands and more important unique in its style themes and

ability to connect to a loyal fan base but radiohead s journey to fame over more than a decade has been fraught with tension as the quintet continues to search for sounds that haven t

been heard before each new album and tour is a potential crisis point threatening to split the band apart through it all these consummate outsiders have revealed little about themselves

but exit music the radiohead story uncovers the details behind the songs in this new updated and revised edition author mac randall follows the band from its beginnings in suburban

oxford uk through the success of creep and ok computer to the traumatic recording sessions that spawned kid a amnesiac hail to the thief on to the award winning in rainbows and
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beyond this edition also includes coverage of the band s 2011 release and eighth studio album the king of limbs

The Science of Sci-Fi Cinema 1998 max steiner is one of the greatest not to mention most prolific composers of the golden age of hollywood the winner of three academy awards steiner

s credits include king kong the informer gone with the wind now voyager since you went away johnny belinda and the caine mutiny though known for timeless melodies that symbolize the

glamor of hollywood s golden age steiner has also been hailed as a film scoring pioneer in max steiner composing casablanca and the golden age of film music peter wegele unveils the

man behind dozens of memorable scores offering a portrait of the composer from a personal and professional point of view beginning with background on the history and techniques of

film music wegele then examines steiner s musical innovations some of which are still used today this is followed by a thorough analysis of one of steiner s legendary scores the music to

casablanca more than eighty transcribed musical examples demonstrate how efficient musically clever and tremendously skilled the composer was when he wrote this score drawing on

quotes notes from production files and excerpts from the original script for casablanca wegele provides insight not only into the production history of the film but also into the workings of

hollywood during the golden age including an appendix that compares steiner with four other composers of his age erich wolfgang korngold alfred newman franz waxman and hugo

friedhofer and a complete filmography of steiner s work this book is an invaluable examination of the composer s life and career film music composers music scholars and students

directors and anyone interested in film and music history will enjoy this detailed portrait of a musical genius

Official higedandism 1998 the films of stanley kubrick have left an indelible mark on the history of american cinema this text explores the auteur s legacy specifically positioning his body

of work within the context of cultural theory a single chapter is devoted to each of kubrick s seven films lolita dr strangelove 2001 a space odyssey a clockwork orange the shining full

metal jacket and eyes wide shut particular attention is paid to the role of love and death in kubrick s films emphasizing his innovative exploration of love and sex and the portrayal of

mortality via masculine violence

The Sounds of Commerce 2012-05-17 the combination of new insights into ligeti by people who knew him with new analytical approaches will make this a core publication not only for

ligeti scholars but also for readers interested in post war music history and in hungarian culture shortlisted for the rps music award 2012 for creative communication györgy ligeti of foreign

lands and strange sounds offers a new assessment of a composer whose constant exploration of new sound worlds based on the musics of different cultures and ages contributed in

crucial ways to making him one of the most important musical voices of the last 50 years the book combines texts by former students colleagues and friends who reflect on different and

so far unknown aspects of ligeti s persona with new musicological interpretations of his style and several of his main works among the contributors are some of the most eminent ligeti

scholars including richard steinitz and paul griffiths louise duchesneau ligeti s assistant of over 20 years acts not only as contributor but also as co editor of the volume many of the

musicological chapters are based on studies of ligeti s sketches which are now housed by the paul sacher foundation in basle and were made available for research only recently two
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close collaborators representing disciplines which deeply interested ligeti heinz otto peitgen a mathematician who introduced ligeti to fractal geometry which influenced many if his works

since 1985 and simha arom an ethnomusicologist who acquainted ligeti with the complex rhythmic patters of the music of sub saharan africa also reflect on the composer for the very first

time in writing the combination of new insights into ligeti by people who knew him with new analytical approaches will make this a core publication not only for ligeti scholars but also for

readers interested in music of the second half of the twentieth century and in hungarian culture wolfgang marx is lecturer in music university college dublin louise duchesneau was ligeti s

assistant for 20 years contributors simha arom jonathan w bernard ciarÁn crilly louise duchesneau benjamin dwyer tiborc fazekas paul griffiths ildikÓ mÁndi fazekas wolfgang marx heinz

otto peitgen friedemann sallis wolfgang andreas schultz manfred stahnke richard steinitz

A Conductor's Guide to Choral-orchestral Works, Twentieth Century, Part II 2007-02-07

No Regrets 2007

Pleasure and Meaning in the Classical Symphony 2008

Essays on the Intersection of Music and Architecture 2019

Modernism and Coherence 2015-06-26

Performing Knowledge 2012-02-01

Endangering Science Fiction Film 1981

Exit Music 1971

Hi-fi News & Record Review 2014-04-24

Britannica Book of the Year 2014-01-10

Max Steiner 2011

Love and Death in Kubrick

György Ligeti
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